Your Source of Truth
Aiming Higher to Ensure Your Patients Receive
Competent Care From Qualified People

About Verity for Health Systems and Health Plans
With meticulous precision, Verity revolutionizes any medical staff office or CVO
operation through exclusive capabilities built with health systems and health plans
in mind. Our entire ecosystem – platform, content, data, community, and services –
harnesses the power of provider data through a single source of truth to serve as your
comprehensive solution for all your credentialing, validation, privileging, enrollment,
and evaluation needs.
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Verity
A powerful solution that unites platform, content, data,
services, and community to transform credentialing,
privileging, enrollment, and evaluation processes
for healthcare organizations. Verity delivers a single
infrastructure that serves as a foundation for managing
the entire provider lifecycle.

TM

An ecosystem built to extend and optimize the
power Verity, delivering a powerful, secure
connective tissue that accelerates data flow, drives
enterprise standardization, and enables you to
maintain an accurate master provider database.
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Recruit

Enables data driven insight from current provider data to
power recruiting efforts.

Apply

Simplifies the application and reappointment processes for
providers with an intuitive, online experience.

Validate

Reduces the labor-intensive processes required to validate and
monitor license, sanction, and exclusion data for your entire
workforce.

Privilege & Appoint

Privilege automates and standardizes privilege granting and
evaluation with an industry-leading, library of delineated
privileges while Appoint ensures reviewer clarity with a
centralized view of validated provider files.

Enroll & Network

Automates the provider enrollment process with the largest,
continuously-updated library of pre-formatted payer forms
while Network enables Health Plans to leverage validated
provider data and accelerate contract initiation, roster changes,
and enrollment renewal.

Onboard

Ensures fast onboarding and provider satisfaction with a onestop shop for external stakeholders and providers.

Evaluate

Automates provider competency management to ensure
compliance with regulatory requirements and quality of care.

Consulting

Verity’s consulting team has worked with
100s of organizations to transform the
way that credentialing, privileging and
enrollment functions are performed.

Training

Our training is structured and customized
around your business needs for both your
workflow architects and end users to
accelerate your ROI.

Implementation

Verity’s proven and industry-leading 5-phased
approach is led by a cross-functional project
team that includes data, consulting, training,
project managers, and sponsors, each person
dedicated to your success.
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Customer Community

Imagine if your team expanded beyond your
own organization to a bustling community of
hospitals, health systems, medical groups,
and like-minded individuals. Verity Thrive is
YOUR community.

VerityCVO

Whether you’re a health plan, surgery center,
critical access hospital, LTAC, or any other type of
healthcare organization, you can rely on Verity’s
NCQA-certified CVO to handle all your initial and
re-credentialing files either in an overflow or fullservice capacity.
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